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Note from Rebecca Rideal
Festival Director
Welcome to HistFest 2021! I really hope
you enjoy the events this weekend. When
putting together the line-up I wanted to
create
something
that
challenged,
provoked discussion, entertained and
offered attendees a little escapism from the
dreadful year we have all had. I think the
BBC calls this kind of thing ‘Edutainment’.
The events and culture industry has had to adapt very quickly to the changing
circumstances of the past year. I would like to thank the amazing events team at the
British Library, lead by Jon Fawcett and Jonah Albert, who have been part of the
process of putting together an online version of HistFest 2021 every step of the way. It
has been a real collaborative partnership. I also want to thank Jon and Becky at
Unique Media for seamlessly stitching together the tech needed to bring the event to
audiences online. They do a remarkable job. I need to thank, from the bottom of my
heart everyone who donated and supported HistFest last year. Without your help the
festival would undoubtedly have gone under. It is something I will never forget.
Finally, Dr Amy Kavanagh, whose disability activism has inspired some overdue
changes to the accessibility of HistFest. All events now have captions and BSL.
Anyway, I am absolutely thrilled with how HistFest 2021 has turned out and I am so
pleased we have so many wonderful speakers involved. Thank you all! We have talks
on disability history, renaissance art, the legacies of empire and the overlooked voices
of 16th century women, among many other things. I would really urge people to sign
up for talks outside their usual range of interest. We’re all history nerds after all –
learning new things is our bread an butter.
We all come to history with biases – big and small – and my bias is for the early
modern period, so I hope you can forgive the emphasis on that time period this year.
They’ll be some modern and ancient history next time. Promise.
For now, enjoy!

Tickets via the British Library website

Sunday 11 April
4pm: The Real World of Arthur Conan Doyle
With the launch of Shrabani Basu’s riveting new book, The Mystery of the Parsee
Lawyer, this fascinating panel event explores the overlooked world of Arthur
Conan Doyle – from prejudice and racism to child poverty and upper-class drug
addiction. Chaired by BBC broadcaster Dr Matthew Sweet, panellists include
Shrabani Basu and Dr Clare Clarke.
5pm: The House of Byron: Scandal, Fall and the Rise of Celebrity
Emily Brand, Greg Jenner and Kate Williams place Byron in the wider context of
the culture of fame.
6pm: Black Tudors, Activists and Midwives: When Historical Fact Meets Historical
Fiction
Professor Vincent Brown, Dr Peggy Brunache and Wayne Weaver draw upon new
scholarship and original research to explore the story and legacy of this resistance
in the Caribbean – from Tacky’s War to the Haitian Revolution.

7pm: Aethelflaed: Lady of the Mercians
Drawing upon her magisterial study of French consistorial courts Professor
Suzannah Lipscomb reveals the everyday lives of ordinary 16th-century women.

Empireland has been a phenomenal success, not just in terms of critical acclaim
and becoming a bestseller, but also in the way it has provoked conversations about
contemporary prejudices. Has this taken you by surprise?
It has been a massive surprise. When I began writing the book, it felt like a pretty
esoteric theme. I did an early reading of a draft chapter and lots of the audience
didn't really get what I was trying to do. Was it history? Was it memoir? Was it about
now as well as the past? But then the Black Lives Matter movement exploded and
mainstream programmes like the BBC News at Ten ran items on how British empire
explains racism not only in Britain but in the USA too, there were debates across the
British media about the economic legacies of empire, and major institutions like the
National Trust and the Bank of England started to assess their colonial heritage out
loud. The only thing I can compare it to, emotionally, is being a fan of an obscure
R&B artist from Barnet, who became momentarily famous when Robbie Williams
covered one of his songs, and I started hearing his music being whistled by builders
on my street. I didn’t, in truth, think these themes would ever become a mainstream
concern, yet alone so suddenly and quickly. But I'm only accidentally timely.
What first drew you to explore the history of empire?
It was making a Channel 4 documentary about the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre of
1919 that really made me realise I had to find out more. It made me realise that
British Empire explained a lot about my life. The racially patronising attitudes
imperial Brits had towards Sikhs explained the strange way we are both indulged and
rejected as a minority in Britain. Enoch Powell’s embracing of racist politics, which
overshadowed my upbringing in Wolverhampton, could be explained by his rampant
imperialism. The simple fact that I was living in Britain, as a symptom of a
multicultural society, was itself due to the fact that a bunch of Brits invaded India
several hundred years ago. This got me wondering about all the other ways empire
shapes British life, from our politics, to our wealth, our psychology, even the way we
travel. It turns empire basically explains who we are.

Can you tell readers some of the most surprising things you discovered during your
research?
The British stole so much from India that the
Hindi word for ‘spoils of war’ – lut – had by the
1850s entered the English language in the form
of ‘loot’. Shell, established in the nineteenth
century by one Marcus Samuel, started off
selling antiques and importing oriental
seashells from the Far East, which were at the
time fashionable in interior design, establishing
the process for a successful import–export
business which eventually morphed into one of
the world’s best-known energy companies
(after it had merged with Royal Dutch
Petroleum, which came out of the Dutch
empire in the East Indies) Prime Minister Tony
Blair admitted in his autobiography that when
Britain handed Hong Kong back to China in
1997, and the Chinese said it was an
opportunity finally to put the past behind them,
he ‘had, at the time, only a fairly dim and
sketchy understanding of what that past was’.
Which says a lot about our imperial amnesia!
Your book covers many fascinating figures from the past. Do you have a favourite?
Yes, Sake Dean Mahomed. He lived between 1759 and 1851 and is a figure so
fascinating that I spent a significant chunk of time while writing this book wanting
instead to turn it into a novel about him. An Indian man who introduced curry houses
to Britain (and thereby played a role in transforming our national cuisine), laid the
literary ground for the likes of Naipaul and Rushdie by becoming the first Indian to
write a book in English, helped popularize massage and the word ‘shampoo’, and in
simply living a life in Britain shows how we have long been multicultural because of
multicultural empire.
Why do you think history is important today?
We are realising that lots of things, from our wealth to our politics, multiculturalism
and racism can be explained by our imperial past. Also, with Brexit we are having to
establish new relationships with the world and this is making us remember what
happened when we were last out in the world.
What’s next for you? More history?
Maybe. Or maybe something else entirely. I've now written a memoir, novel and
popular history... as well as lots of journalism. I like taking on things I've not tried
before, though it is a terrible way of establishing a career or reputation.

Empireland: Nesrine Malik in conversation with Sathnam
Sanghera will take place at 6pm, Sat 10 April

Of all the genres, what drew you to writing plays?
I love the live crucible of theatre. It’s immediate and confronts us with who we are
and the consequences of the choices we make, during a collective experience. It’s a
space where we can debate and shine a light on the issues that challenge us the
most. I find this exhilarating and inspiring. Sadly, Covid has challenged the way we
gather and share story. But theatre is one of the oldest traditions on the planet and
will find a way to survive this.
Your play The Whip looks at the history of the abolition movement and the
astonishing fact that slaveowners were actually compensated by the government.
Could you tell readers a little about that history?
I like to unearth inconvenient political truths and untold stories. The battle behind
the scenes of the 1833 Slavery Abolition Act was compelling. It has always been
portrayed as a heroic victory for human decency.
What is less well known is that the same Act contained a provision for the financial
compensation of the owners of those slaves, by the British taxpayer, and that the
slaves would be legally forced to work as unpaid apprentices for seven further years.
Emancipated slaves were immediately thrust into a new purgatory, the institution of
apprenticeship which was slavery by another name. The money borrowed to achieve
this ‘bailout’ was so huge it was finally paid off by us, the taxpayer, in 2015 and
equivalent to some 20 billion pounds today. It was one of the biggest in British and
made slave owners even richer.
It was only in 2018, when HMRC released this information in a tweet on its twitter
feed, that this bailout became widely known. The tweet was deleted within minutes
following a stunned social media backlash but by then it was too late, ‘the cat was
out of the bag’
Why is this history barely known to the British public or taught in British schools?
These facts deserve to be re-examined so that future generations have the right to
debate how Britain’s collective colonial memory, or lack of it, shapes our current
cultural reality.

Central to your story are the characters of Mercy Price and Horatia Poskitt. Did you
draw inspiration from any real-life people to create them?
Yes. Mercy is inspired by the fearless runaway slave and abolitionist Mary Prince who
became the first black woman to petition the British government in 1829, arguing for
the emancipation of slaves. Her memoir written in 1831, reveals a fearless and
determined woman. Horatia is a composite of historical activists. She represents the
ideals and combative wit of women like Mary Wollstonecraft and Chartist, Elizabeth
Hanson. Both campaigned for women’s political education and their right to vote.
Mercy and Horatia are exceptionally strategic about social justice and how to achieve
it, a story line that I have woven into the fabric of The Whip.
A lot of the history society absorbs comes to us through drama and fiction. Do you
think this presents challenges?
I think it does. Good historical drama fictionalises the emotional journeys of
historical characters but ties the action to recorded historical events. Deviating too
far from the ‘tent poles’ of historical events creates great entertainment but not true
historical drama. The audience may also feel duped and losing the trust of your
audience is not a good thing. It’s all quite a balancing act that requires research and
imagination.
Lockdown saw the launch of your play The Gift, which is a retelling of the story of
Medea. How did you approach such an iconic figure?
Who was Medea? The only thing I had heard was that this barbarian and evil
sorceress was ‘supposed’ to have killed her own children to avenge her husband’s
betrayal.
After some investigation, I learned that Euripides had ‘re-sculpted’ this ancient tale
adding infanticide to his own version. According to original legend Medea’s children
were killed by the Corinthians. Ovid also recycled the story of infanticide. I was
intrigued by the ‘re-sculpting’ of this woman. Classicists may feel challenged by my
version of events.
What’s next?
I’m currently tackling the subject of criminal justice for Synergy Theatre project. I’ve
also been commissioned to write two other historical dramas, but I’m not allowed to
talk about those yet. Watch this space.

Black Tudors, Activists and Midwives: When Historical Fact
Meets Historical Fiction will take place at 6pm, Sun 11 April

What inspired you to become a historian?
I’ve always been fascinated by the past, for as long as I can remember. The idea that
the people of the past lie just beyond the threshold of the living, that in important
ways they were just like us, and yet in other ways not like us at all; that past lives
can be brought back to life by stories, through sources, and with creative
imagination…all that I just loved. Of course being the age I am, a fifties child, the
memories of older members of our family were of the Second World War- and even
the First War. When you are little, hearing the elders talk of such things, what they
themselves went through- that’s thrilling don’t you think? My great uncle Eddie
Scholes was wounded at the Somme, my mum was in the Manchester Blitz, my aunt
Anna in Special Operations; Uncle Bill went from Dunkirk to D Day to Berlin; uncle
Syd was torpedoed and sunk in the ‘Med”; my dad was in the operating theatres at
Haslar Naval Hospital on D-Day and after- and we were just one very ordinary
Mancunian family. So history is everywhere when you look. And of course ,
especially in Manchester, there were older stories; my dad’s family were in
Failsworth since at least the early 1700s, so lots of Lancashire tales; the Industrial
Revolution, Peterloo, the Cotton Famine, etc. Its the stories that grab you isn’t it?
And the way you tell them too….
At HistFest you will be talking about Æthelflæd, the so-called ‘Lady of the
Mercians’. What first drew you to her?
I’ve loved Anglo-Saxons and Vikings since I was a child; and I have been fascinated by
the late 9th-early tenth century since I was at school. Especially the reign of
Æthelstan because it was so little known, and clearly really important things
happened in it which shaped the development of the English state. Sir Frank Stenton
said that Athelstan was the greatest English ruler for whom no modern biography
existed- so there and then aged 16 or 17 I resolved to write it one day! I’ve made
two films about him, and written a dozen academic articles as well as chapters in
books, and magazine articles, over the years, etc; but I’m still working on it, as there
are still many unresolved questions; though recently there have been studies of the
king –his bandwagon has finally begun to roll! But to understand his reign of course
you have to understand what happened before it- indeed the remarkable
developments between c880 and 940 have to be understood as a family plan I think;
and so gradually you realise that Aethelflaed (in whose court Ath was brought up) is
of crucial importance in the creation of a single kingdom of the English; and of

course she is incredibly interesting in her own right, even though the sources are
so poor for her life and rule. You could argue that without her the kingdom of
England might not have happened, or at least in the way that it did. And then, of
course, there is the whole issue of the erasure of womens’ history, of which she is
virtually a test case….More on that on Sunday!
Do you think she has been overshadowed by her male contemporaries?
Of course. But why? First because she was a woman in a patriarchal society. Partly
it’s the accident of survival of sources, but partly its deliberate. You only have to
look at the key Winchester manuscript of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (‘A” –Corpus
Cambridge 173) to see how her deeds were omitted-obviously deliberately – from
the story of the wars of the early tenth century which had to be seen from the
point of view of Wessex and the dynasty. Her only mention is at her death, and
then only as the king’s sister , not as the ruler of Mercia. Were it not for the socalled Mercian Register, or “Annals of Aethelflaed’- a set of short annals from
Worcester that tell her story- we might never have known that she directed
campaigns, constructed towns and fortresses and engaged in diplomacy with
Northumbrians, Scots etc. That’s what I’ll be talking about on Sunday evening.
Your first history TV series was In Search of the Dark Ages back in 1980. How has
history filmmaking changed over the course of your career?
A big question! Of course, the technology has changed hugely: we shot on 16mm
film, celluloid strips that were physically cut and edited on a Steenbeck; if we
wanted to do a graphic we had an artist paint a map on a card, and we shot it on a
rostrum camera! Now you literally could make a film on your iPhone. But that
said, essentially making TV history (on what we still call film) has not changed at
all. Films are a combination of pictures, sounds, words and music- and its the
way that these elements are put together that lift a film from the ordinary to the
special. And above all its the story-telling that counts. Whether it’s a House
through Time or our Story of England which took one village through history, or a
grand sweep series like the Story of China-it’s the story that counts. What I think
the Dark Ages series did differently was cut free from a more staid view of TV
history to something more loose, more fun, and with more drama in the story
telling: Tony Robinson said that the series ‘wrote the book for TV history”.
Given the evolving nature of historical and archaeological research and
understanding, are there any TV series you wish you could go back to and
update?
Yes, as it happens, I’ve just finished a major rewrite of the In Search of the Dark
Ages book with new research, new ideas, and new chapters , and if I had the
opportunity it would be fun to do a new TV series, with women like Aethelflaed,
Eadgyth, Emma, etc,- and how about Hadrian the African? Theres a thought.

From writing history books and making
films, to public speaking and being
Professor of Public History at the University
of Manchester – you have such a varied
career. What’s a typical day like in the life of
Michael Wood?
At the moment doing the garden and
walking the dog! I’ve just finished seven
years of working and filming in China, with a
dozen films, the last being last year’s China’s
Greatest Poet (Du Fu) for the BBC with
readings by Sir Ian McKellen. My big book on
the Story of China came out in the autumn,
so I am still doing online talks, literary
festivals etc on that.
If you had a time-machine for 24 hours, where and when would you go?
Much as would like to meet Athelstan, I’d go to Late 1590s London, hoping to see a
show in Shoreditch or at one of the theatre inns in Bishopsgate, and be a groupie to
Shakespeare and his mates afterwards in the Blue Boar in Cheapside. So many
questions to ask Will of course, but I imagine he was someone who kept his cards
close to his chest and was only forthcoming when he wanted to be?
What are you working on at the moment?
I have written a chapter for a book of essays on Aethelflaed, edited by Rebecca
Hardie who teaches at the Free University of Berlin, and I am about to re-engage
with a book on Æthelstan that has been in my drawer for some years; it’s a medieval
manuscript mystery – about the discovery in the 12th century of a lost manuscript
containing a verse biography of the king. The book reconstructs what was in the
manuscript, and I hope will finally be out next year. In it, as you will imagine,
Aethelflaed features strongly!

Aethelflaed: Lady of the Mercians will take place at 7pm, Sun 11
April
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